The current state of ab initio calculations of optical rotation and electronic circular dichroism spectra.
The current ability of ab initio models to compute chiroptical properties such as optical rotatory dispersion and electronic circular dichroism spectra is reviewed. Comparison between coupled cluster linear response theory and experimental data (both gas and liquid phase) yields encouraging results for small to medium-sized chiral molecules including rigid species such as (S)-2-chloropropionitrile and (P)-[4]triangulane, as well as conformationally flexible molecules such as (R)-epichlorohydrin. More problematic comparisons are offered by (S)-methyloxirane, (S)-methylthiirane, and (1S,4S)-norbornenone, for which the comparison between theory and experiment is much poorer. The impact of basis-set incompleteness, electron correlation, zero-point vibration, and temperature are discussed. In addition, future prospects and obstacles for the development of efficient and reliable quantum chemical models of optical activity are discussed, including the problem of gauge invariance, scaling of the coupled cluster approach with system size, and solvation.